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>> Request URL: 
 • https://api.openfigi.com/v2/search

 • Example: {“query”: “IBM”} 
 
>> All filters currently used in the OpenFIGI V2  
•    API can be used in the Search API

 • Example:  
 {“query”: “IBM”,”marketSecDes”:”Equity”}

>> We enabled paging for large results (100        
•    results per page)

 • Use the cursor at the bottom of the results to  
•   see results
 • Example: {“query”: “IBM”, “start”: “3df3r>”}

>> Rate Limit:
 • Rate limiting by API key
 • Works with existing API Key
 • Max 20 Search jobs per minute per API key
  • Search and mapping jobs can be submitted 
•   together
 • Max 250 combined jobs (search & Mapping) 
•          per minute per API key
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OPENFIGI.COM SEARCH API IS 
NOW AVAILABLE!!! 

Mapping for asset classes that have not been assigned 
other market identifiers can sometimes be tricky. Even 

if other market identifiers do exist, access 
to that content may often be restricted. 
OpenFIGI now provides a Search API, 

allowing users to map to FIGIs using key 
words and other filters to drill down to the 

instruments that match your specified criteria.  
https://www.openfigi.com/api#post-v2-search  

for more details

New Open Symbology 
Facilitators

 Polygon.io, LLC
“It’s so nice to be a part of this open 
initiative to make logical symbology 
and reliable information available to 

everyone. OpenFIGI powers much of 
our symbol APIs. It’s an invaluable 

asset to us.” Quinton Pike, Founder 
& CEO, Polygon.io, LLC” 

Limina AB
Limina offers a highly flexible and 

collaborative Investment Management 
Solution - Captron - with automation 
and intuitive user interface, delivered 
by a great team working closely with 
our clients. Captron will easily adopt 
to your workflows (trade life cycle, 

permissions, valuation policies, 
position rules, compliance rules etc.) 

while also empowering users with 
customized reports, dashboards and 

widgets to name a few examples

--------------------------------------------

Industry News
> On March 24th - 27th Bloomberg’s 
Rich Robinson spoke at the Boston 

ISITC Conference. This was a 
“Fireside Discussion” on Technology 

Trends in Financial Services; 
Enabling Change and Transformation, 
with Gary Chan (MD, JPMorgan), led 
by David Scola, Head of NA SWIFT

> Richard Young, who leads 
Bloomberg’s European Regulatory 

Initiatives and Strategies, was 
a panelist at the London Data 

Management Summit 2019 focusing 
on ‘Strengthening reporting for 

reduced risk and improved efficiency 
and transparency’.

> On June 26th, Richard Young will 
be speaking at the Infoline Trade and 
Transaction Reporting conference in 

Amsterdam
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